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in that disetndodied indiscredible absolute real in man, which
knows no change or modification (5). This real, whose self
is the perfect and absolute knowledge, is called Vasudeva,
who by means of that indiscrebable energy known as Maya,
and with the object of evolving out into this universe, first
brought to being the god Sankarsan (literally universal
attraction). This Sankarsan emanated from the Absolute
Real, who was then a voice or a sound only. The god San-
karsan the universal attraction) in his turn, begat Pradumna
(literally light) in the womb of Maya (literally the evolving
principle propelling the essence or embryo of the universe)
{6—7). Pradumna (light) who was tangible or was possessed
of the attribute of touch, begat Anirudha Brahma (literally
unobstructed space and receptacle of light). Anirudha pos-
sessed tlie attribute of taste only and Brahma those of smell
and light. Brahma and Anirudha first created water; and
jBrahma laid down the golden eggs (the primordial molecules
of matter) in that water, which were constituted of the five
material elements, such as the earth, water, light, (heat) air
and ether, Imbued or impregnated with the spirit or cons-
ciousness, these eggs or molecules generated a peculiar knd
of force or energy within themselves, which is called life (8—
9). Aad life in the company of consciousness **ave rise to the
faculties, the whole combination being known as a iiving being
(Prani). But the fit (the real or the inner being), though
somewhat dependent upon and determined by its material
constituents, partakes of the nature of the soul or spirit, and
is a spiritual entity amidst the five different/?-#«£.? or life
winds (10). Intellect came out as a resultant of the combina-
t|on of the life and the soul with ks eight-fold modifications ;
3ed out of that proceeded egoism or individuality which
ib Hs turn gave birth to mind (i i). The mind with its sensa-
tions (Sankalpa) brought on the five corresponding sensibles
of sound, toachy sight, taste, and smell, which in their tura
,bei0g jotseAwith the perceptions (Joao) produced the
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